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Introducing Small Pharma
A neuroscience company developing 
life-changing treatments for mental 
health conditions

Our Assets

Potential for a first-in-class DMT treatment
• Most advanced DMT clinical program in Major 

Depressive Disorder (MDD)

Expanding portfolio of DMT analogues
• Potential for superior drug profiles vs. other

psychedelics in development b,c,1

• Stronger IP protection potential vs. native DMT2

Robust IP strategy3

50+ patents pending and 4 granted including:

• Composition of matter grant on psychedelic
compound4

• Patent pending on low cost, stable and scalable 

synthetic GMP route for DMTa,b
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Exploring the potential of 
the psychedelic DMT to 
treat mental health 
disorders

a,b

3

2

1



4

In combination with therapy, DMT has 
unique clinical and commercial 
potential

2

2



We are leading 

to treat 
Major Depressive 
Disorder (MDD)





There is an urgent need to develop 
alternative therapies to
treat depression



~

Current antidepressants
leave a third of patients 
behind

~
1 in 8
Americans use 
antidepressants2



In depression Post psychedelic dose

Scientific research is unlocking 
how psychedelics work in the 
brain



DMT-assisted therapy offers 
a potential holistic 
approach

a,b,c

Anticipated treatment journey
a,b,c

• Mindset and 
intentions

• Patient history 
exploration

• Build patient-
therapist 
relationship

• High dose 
experiential DMT

• Calm, peaceful 
clinic setting

• Supported by 
therapist

• Exploration of 
themes within 
dosing experience

• Integration of 
insights into daily 
life with goal to 
achieve long term 
changes





Progressing a pipeline of short-
acting psychedelic assisted 
therapies

a,b,c

~
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Psychedelic naïve healthy volunteers

Completed in Q3 2021
Full dataset Q1 2022

MDD patients (moderate/severe)
Not on antidepressant medication/willing to 
discontinue

Dosing initiated Q3 2021

Randomized controlled, 
placebo-controlled, blinded

Open-label, blinded

Safety and tolerability MADRS score (change in baseline 2 weeks post first dose)

Pharmacokinetics
Outcome PD measures
Subjective experience measures
EEG

MADRS change from baseline at W1, M1, M3 and M6
1 
(post dose 1)

Safety and tolerability measures 
Outcome PD measures
Subjective experience measures
Assess 1 vs. 2 doses

Phase I/IIa trial 

Patients (active)

Patients (placebo followed by active)

9-21.5mg



At all doses, SPL026 was 
safe and well tolerated

a,b,c

No drug related Serious Adverse Events (SAEs) reported 
across all doses 

Few drug related Adverse Events (AEs) reported in the study

All AEs were and on the day of dosing

All subjects reported that they did regret the experience

No statistically significant negative effect on wellbeing and anxiety



The pharmacokinetic profile of IV 
SPL026 shows a rapid rise to a 
peak plasma DMT level and rapid 
clearance at all doses

a,b,c

Typical 
duration of 
psychedelic 
experience

~ ~
Duration of 
dosing clinic 

session

Dosing

Peak plasma concentration (Cmax)
2

Near undetectable levels in the body 



Correlation between 
assessments on quality 
of the psychedelic 
experience and dosing 
levels

a,b,c
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Given the subjectivity of the psychedelic experience it
was exciting to see a close correlation between levels of
drug in the body and pharmacodynamic endpoints.

As for the subject experience, most reported it to be
pleasurable, not too challenging and importantly nobody
regretted it.

Dr Carol Routledge
Chief Medical & Scientific Officer



A multi-step assessment supports dose selected for 
Phase IIa in delivering the target treatment profile

a,b,c

This dose is likely to provide a significant psychedelic
experience for people with depression; one that may be
more likely to reach the depth required to have meaningful
therapeutic impact.

Dr Graham Campbell
Study Psychiatrist 



Additional studies in 2022 to optimize potential 
treatment convenience and accessibility

a,b,c

MDD patients 
i) on SSRI treatment 
ii) not on SSRI treatment

Healthy volunteers

Safety, tolerability, pharmacokinetics and 
pharmacodynamics

Safety, tolerability, pharmacokinetics and 
pharmacodynamics



Our pipeline expands the therapeutic and 
commercial potential of short-acting 
psychedelic medicines

a,b,c

Deuteration approach 
replaces certain hydrogen 
atoms with heavier hydrogen 
atoms

Can affect rate of drug 
metabolism due to kinetic 
isotope effect

Assess pharmacokinetics using 
different administration routes

Explore pharmacology, 
behaviour and toxicology 
profiles

SPL028 (extended 
duration DMT) 

SPL029 (oral tryptamine) 



Preclinical SPL028 data suggests 
potential for a differentiated 
treatment to SPL026

a,b,c

±

An extended therapeutic window

Enables optimization for routes of administration 
beyond IV

Same binding profiles against 5-HT receptor subtypes and no significant 
differences in vitro receptor binding profiles across additional receptors

Similar but prolonged behavioural profiles noted across in vivo studies –
potential for extended psychedelic experience vs. SPL026

Safe & well tolerated in vivo at all doses tested

Significant margins for first in-human trials

IM administration in vivo showed marked reduction in clearance rate resulting 
in increase in Cmax

1 and exposure (AUC2) levels



Our proprietary SPL028 could offer a DMT treatment 
experience with an extended patient journey

a,b,c

Alternative indications 

Patient sub-populations 

Treatment convenience

Treatment duration
Population: Healthy volunteers

20 mins 6–8 hrs 8-12 hrs



Advancing meaningful IP to support our novel and 
differentiated medicines of DMT and related tryptamines

a,b



We have one
of the most 
advanced clinical 
psychedelic 
programs in the
market



key upcoming milestones
a,b,c
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